Editor’s Message

CAPACITY BUILDING TRAINING IN NEPAL

The *International Journal of Environment (IJE)* has already published various articles in the different fields like agriculture, environment and health. It became possible due to the collaboration with various researchers, scientists and experts in diverse fields of science and technology with a major focus on environment science. The journal is able to set up on time all the necessary settings for publications due to the timely and best support from all the authors, reviewers and editorial board members from many different countries.

The *IJE* has a good number of submissions every month. However, the number of submissions from Nepal is very poor. Similarly, the rate of rejection is also high in national submissions. It is therefore, identified that capacity building trainings on scientific writing and publishing is crucial for increasing the national submissions and increasing the acceptance rate. I would like to welcome helping hands for organizing such events in Nepal.

This issue (Vol 4 Iss 4) of *IJE* has a collection of guest editorial, research papers and review paper. Although, there are few articles in comparison to the previous issues, all the papers in this issue are very crucial and interesting. I hope you will enjoy this issue of the *International Journal of Environment*.
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